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University of Oklahoma Press, Norman, 2016. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. 216 pages.
Hardcover with dustjacket. New book. MEMOIRS. When American explorers crossed the Texas
Panhandle, they dubbed it part of the "Great American Desert." A "sea of grass," the llano appeared
empty, flat, and barely habitable. Contemporary developmentsÑcell phone towers, oil rigs, and
wind turbinesÑhave only added to this stereotype. Yet in this lyrical ecomemoir, Shelley Armitage
charts a unique rediscovery of the largely unknown land, a journey at once deeply personal and farreaching in its exploration of the connections between memory, spirit, and place. Armitage begins
her narrative with the intention to walk the llano from her family farm thirty meandering miles
along the Middle Alamosa Creek to the Canadian River. Along the way, she seeks the connection
between her father and one of the area's first settlers, Ysabel Gurule, who built his dugout on the
banks of the Canadian. Armitage, who grew up nearby in the small town of Vega, finds this act of
walking inseparable from the act of listening and writing. "What does the land say to us?" she asks
as she witnesses human alterations to the landscapeÑperhaps most catastrophic the continued
drainage of the land's...
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Reviews
A really wonderful book with perfect and lucid information. I actually have study and i am sure that i am going to gonna read through once more yet again
in the future. I am pleased to explain how this is actually the finest ebook we have study inside my personal daily life and might be he finest book for at any
time.
-- Kristy Stroman
Thorough guide! Its this sort of excellent read. It is really simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 % in the book. You are going to like just how the
blogger create this publication.
-- Prof. Lela Steuber
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